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Abstract
We study the effect of the network topology to prop-
agation phenomena on networks in this article. We
do not assume any propagation model such as the
contact process or SIR model[1] because the study is
only the consideratons of the purely topological ef-
fect, especially the effect of cycles of a network. To
uncover universal properties independent of explicit
propagation models is expected due to it. First of all,
we introduce some indeces for propagation phenom-
ena of a network. Second we introduce a concept of
cycles with a little differences to usal cycles, which is
called ”STOC” in the body of this article. We find
some analytic relations between thesm, STOC and
some indeces. Moreover we can find the total number
of STOCs in a network, analytically. This considera-
tion leads to an extension of the celebrated ”Euler’s
polyhedron formula”, which is only applicable to pla-
nar graphs. This extended formula is applicable to
any graphs. Last we estimate numerically the indeces
and the number of STOCs based on the theoretical
considerations for some complex networks and make
some discussion on the effects of cycles in networks
to propagation.
Keywords;Small world network, Scale free net-
work, topology, cycle, propagation, Eurer’s Polyhe-
dron Theorem
1 Introduction
In 1967, Milgram has made a great impact on the
world by advocating ”Six Degrees of Separation”[2].
After that, his research group makes some social ex-
periments to establish the conjecture[3], [4]. Recently
Watts and his research group adduced evidence in
support of it more intensively by experiments using
e-mail[5], [6].
We have studied the mathematical structures of
complex networks [7]-[11] to understand ”six de-
grees of separation” advocated by Milgram[2]. Es-
pecially, we have developed an original formulation
[7]-[11] based on ” string formulation” developed by
Aoyama[12] in order to study the effect of cycles in a
network to propagation.
We have proceeded with our study for scale free
networks and small world networks in the basis of
Milgram condition proposed by Aoyama [12]. As a
result, it proved that the generalized clustering co-
efficient, which takes on the responsibility of cycles
in a network, has the opposite effect for propaga-
tion in the both networks. That is, the existence of
closed paths in a network impedes the propagation
in small world networks, but does not in scale free
networks[7]-[11]. An epitom is given in Fig.1. The
analyses in the articles, however, did no more than
the study up to cycles with 6 nodes.
So changing the approach to this problem, we
develop arguments from a new angle, that is an
ego-network inspired by [13], on this problem. We
also study propagation phenomena on networks from
purely topological point of view, especially the effect
of cycles of a network. Thus we do not assume any
propagation models such as the contact process or
SIR model[1]. First of all, we introduce some inde-
ces for propagation phenomena of a network, which
is easy to estimate. Second we introduce a concept
of cycles with a little differences to usal cycles, called
”STOC”. We find some relations between STOC and
the indeces, and one among them is represented by
a recursion relation for regular networks. This re-
cursion relation is solvable analytically so that the
solution gives an explict relation between STOC and
the indeces. Thanks to the recursion relation, we also
can evaluate the total number of STOC in a network
that leads to an extension of the celebrated ”Euler’s
polyhedron formula”, which is only applicable to pla-
nar graphs. Last we estimate numerically the indeces
and the number of STOCs based on the theoretical
considerations for some complex networks and make
some discussions on the effects of cycles in networks
to propagation.
2 Indeces for propagation
We first introduce a generation number of nodes. We
choose a node freely. This node is 0-th generation
node. We call the n-generation node that can arrive
at the 0-th generation node by shortest n-hops. Thus
the number of nodes of the first generation is the
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Figure 1: Two roles of cycle structure on a graph.
same as the degree k0 of the 0-th generation node.
For example of Fig.2 where v1 is the 0-th generation
node, v2 and v3 are first generation nodes and v4, v5
and v6 are second generation nodes, respectively.
Though we should properly consider a rate of prop-
agation to adjacent nodes in introducing indeces for
propagation, we here introduce rather simple inde-
ces, since our aim is to uncover the purely topological
effect to the propagation on networks. Indeces intro-
duced in this article represent how many nodes the
nodes at a certain generation can arrive. Thus the
indeces in this article represent the maximum num-
ber of nodes that nodes at every generation can reach
by one hop. It would be natural that these indeces
give an estimation of propagation. When the starting
node is vi, we define the local absolute index NM (vi)
of M -generation by the number of nodes that newly
reaches by M -th hop from vi. In Fig.2Cwhen v1is the
starting node, we find N0(v1) = 1, N1(v1) = 3 and
N2(v1) = 2, where the index introduced depends on
the starting node. We further introduce the absolute
index NM independently of a starting node as the
average over all starting nodes;
NM =
1
N
N∑
i=1
NM (vi), (1)
where N is the total number of nodes in the consid-
ering network. These indeces means the maximum
number of nodes that can propagate from a genera-
tion to the next generation. The expected value of
the absolute index also gives the average length from
a starting node vi to nodes in a whole network. So
the index gives the detail for an average length.
Moreover we define the local relative index RM (vi)
Figure 2: The generation number of nodes and edges
of M -generation by the ratio between the local ab-
solute index for M -th generation and the one for
(M + 1)-th generation;
RM (vi) =
NM+1(vi)
NM (vi)
. (2)
The correspondong relative index RM is defined by
the average over all starting nodes;
RM =
1
N
N∑
i=1
RM (vi). (3)
3 Definition of STOC
We define the generation number of edges. We define
n-th generation edge as the set of edges that connect
a (n− 1)-th generation nodes to a (n− 1)-th or a n-
th generation nodes. The figures on edges show the
generation number of edges in Fig.2.
Next we define the primary edges that are edges
connecting n-th generation nodes and (n+1)-th gen-
eration nodes, where anyone among the edges is the
primary edge but others are secondary edges in the
cases that plural n-th generation nodes connect a
(n + 1)-th generation node. Edges that connect
among nodes in the same generation are also defined
as secondary edges. Solid lines are primary edges and
dotted lines are secondary ones in Fig.2.
We define STOC as cycles that include only one
secondary edge. A cycle v1 − v4 − v3 − v1 is STOC
consisting of three nodes in Fig.2, since the cycles
includes only one secondary edge. Cycles v1 − v2 −
v6−v3−v1 and v1−v2−v6−v4−v3−v1 are likewise
STOCs with four nodes and five nodes, respectively.
The cycle v4 − v3 − v6 − v5 − v4, however, is not
STOC, since it includes two secondary nodes.
STOC is a concept that removes redundancy in
usual cycles in a sense. STOCs that newly is made
2
Figure 3: Relations between cycles and propagation
by introducing M -th generation edges are called M -
generation STOCs. C
(j)
M (vi) represents the number
of M -generation STOCs with node j when the start-
ing node is vi. The numbers of M -th generation
STOCs with any nodes are written as CM (vi) =
(C
(3)
M , C
(4)
M (vi), · · · , C
(j)
M (vi), · · · , C
(2M)
M (vi)), where
2M ≥ j ≥ 3, because there are no cycles with nodes
less than 3 and there are only cycles with at most 2M
nodes up to M -th genetartion node. In Fig.2Cwe
find C0(v1) = (0), C1(v1) = (0, 0), C2(v1) =
(1, 1, 0, 0), C3(v1) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0).
4 Relations between the inde-
ces and STOC
4.1 The absolute index and STOC
The local absolute index in every generation becomes
maximum at a tree like structure in a network as
shown in the left figure of Fig.3. When there are
some cycles, as shown in the above figure to the right
of Fig.3, the number of nodes in the next generation
decreases by two every cycle with odd number nodes.
Moreover when a cycle with even number nodes is
made, the number of nodes in the next generation
and the further next generation decreases by one as
is shown in the lower right network in Fig.3, respec-
tively. From these considerations, we can obtain the
following relation between the absolute index NM (vi)
and STOC for M ≥ 2.
NM (vi) =
NM−1∑
j=1
(
k
j
M−1(vi)− 1
)
− 2
2M−1∑
i=3,5···
C
(i)
M (vi)
−
2M∑
i=4,6···
C
(i)
M (vi)−
2(M−1)∑
i=4,6···
C
(i)
M−1(vi), (4)
where kjM−1(vi) is the degree of j-th node in M − 1
generation. It can be proven that (?? does not de-
pend on which edges is secondary edges. The proof is
omitted in this article because of limited page space.
The essential fact for the proof is that one secondary
corresponds to just one cycle. The first term of the
right hand side in (4) represents the contribution to
NM at tree approximation of a network. The second
term and the third term of right hand side represent
the decreasing numbers of nodes in the present gener-
ation when cycles with odd number of nodes and even
number of nodes are made, respectively. The fourth
term represents the decreasing numbers of nodes in
the present generation when a cycle with the even
number of nodes is made at two generations before.
(4) is actually confirmed with some regural networks,
a ring-type network, extended rings, the triangular
lattice, tetragonal lattice and the tetragonal lattice
on torus.
When the degree of all nodes included in the net-
work is equal to constant k, we obtain
NM (vi) = N
(k)
M−1(vi)(k − 1)− 2
2M−1∑
i=3,5···
C
(i)
M (vi)
−
2M∑
i=4,6···
C
(i)
M (vi)−
2(M−1)∑
i=4,6···
C
(i)
M−1(vi).(5)
(4) is a recursion relation for the local absolute in-
dex. We can analytically solve the recursion relation;
NM (vi) = k(k − 1)
M−1
−
M∑
j=2
(
2
M∑
i=j
(k − 1)M−iC
(2j−1)
i (vi)
+k
M−1∑
i=j
(k−1)M−1−iC
(2j)
i (vi) + C
(2j)
M (vi)
)
.(6)
(6) can be proven by mathematical induction and also
applies for M = 1. Thus we could indicate the rela-
tion between the local absolute index N
(k)
M and the
number of STOCs by (6). It is considered that STOC
impedes propagation on the whole from (6) in net-
works with the same degree for every node. STOCs
with the odd number of nodes and STOCs with the
even number of ones have a different type effect on
the impediment of the propagation.
3
4.2 Total number of STOCs and Eu-
ler’s polyhedron theorem
It is also possible to find the total number of STOCs
in the whole network from (4). Let L be the last
generation for nodes in a network, so there are no
nodes in L+1 generation. Taking the sum from 0-th
generation to L-th generation for (4), we obatin
L∑
i=0
Ni =
L∑
i=0
Ni +NL = 2+
L−1∑
i=0
(kij − 1)Ni
−2
L∑
i=2
2i∑
j=3
C
(j)
i +
2L∑
i=4,6,8···
C
(i)
L+1, (7)
The third term in the right hand side of (8) shows
the total number of STOCs. We must manage the
last term in the right hand side of (8) in order to
obtain the total number of STOCs without any other
information about STOCs.
When there are L-th generation nodes, there are,
however, L + 1 generation edges. We formally con-
sider (L + 1)-th generation as a dummy in order to
include L + 1 generation edege. As is shown later,
this device solve the problem for the last term. Thus
taking the sum from 0-th generation to (L + 1)-th
generation, we obatin
L+1∑
i=0
Ni =
L∑
i=0
Ni +NL+1 = 2 +
L∑
i=0
(kij − 1)Ni
−2
L+1∑
i=2
2i∑
j=3
C
(j)
i +
2(L+1)∑
i=4,6,8···
C
(i)
L+1, (8)
where kij is the number of edges between the nodes in
(i−1)-th generation and j-th node in i-th generation.
The second term in the right hand side in (8) is just
the total number of STOCs in a whole network. The
last term of the right hand side in (8) vanishes, since
there is no STOC with odd numbers of nodes in the
L+1-th generation. Thus we obtain the total number
of STOCs
SL(vi) =
L∑
i=2
2i∑
j=3
C
(j)
i (vi)
= 1 +
1
2
L∑
i=0
Nikij −
M∑
i=0
Ni. (9)
The fact is, this formula is applicable not only to the
last generation L, but also to every generation M
by simirarly thinking some dummies at every genera-
tion. Thus we can estimate the total number SM (vi)
of STOCs upto any generations, where kij is numer-
ically calculated in actuality.
Further we find that the (9) leads to an exatension
of the celebrated Euler’s polyhedron theorem (with-
out genuses) at the last generation, because the sec-
ond term and the third term of the right hand side
in (9) means the total number of edges and nodes in
a whole network, respectively;
Euler : surface = 1 + edges− nodes, (10)
STOC : SM (vi) = 1 + edges− nodes, (11)
where (10) applies when one surface on the outside of
a network is omitted and SM (vi) in (11) does not de-
pend on any starting node vi, because it is determined
only by the total numbers of the surfaces and the
edges in the considering network. While the Euler’s
polyhedron theorem applies only to planar graphs,
(11) applies in any graphs. Thus when we put up a
menbrane at one STOC, (11) gives an exatension of
the Euler’s polyhedron theorem.
5 Simulation and its results
We numerically calculate the number of STOCs
and the absolute index in every generation in two
types of complex networks to consider their relations.
One is the small world network proposed by Watts-
Strogatz[14] where the probability p replacing edges
is a control parameter for the number of small size
cycles. Second is the scale free network proposed by
Holme-Kim[15] where q, the probability making cy-
cles consist of three nodes, plays role of a control pa-
rameter for the number of small size cycles. The net-
work becomes Barabasi-Albert model[16] with scal-
ing exponent 3 at q = 0. We set up the network
size N = 3000 and the average deggree < k >= 6
in both networks. The number of STOCs in every
generation is estimated by taking a difference of two
adjacent generations in (9) and the average over all
starting nodes vi. Ten times of average are taken at
every simulation. The total number of STOCs has
not any effect on propagation phenomena, since it is
determined by the total number of nodes and edges
in a network by the extended Euler’s polyhedron the-
orem. We will show only the results of the absolute
indeces in this article, since the relative indces are
essentially the same behaviors as the absolute ones
in both networks.
5.1 Small World Network
In the small world network, p is changed from 0 to
1 by p = 2−m for m = 0, 1, 2, · · ·10. The absolute
index and the total number of STOCs of small world
network are given by Fig.4 and Fig.5. Each curved
line in Fig.4 and Fig.5 shows the results of 11 kinds of
p, where the curved line with the smallest maximum
is one for the smallest p and the one with the largest
maximum is the one for p = 1.0 in the both figures.
These show that Fig.4 behaves the same way as Fig.5.
While from Fig.4, one can reach many nodes in small
generation at large p, one can reach many nodes in
large generation at small p.
4
1 2 5 10 20 50 100 200
Generation
0.01
1
100
Ni
Figure 4: The absolute index of small world network
5 10 20 50 100 200
Generation
0.01
1
100
STOC
Figure 5: STOC of small world network
5.2 Holme-Kim Network
q is moved from 0 to 1 at 0.1 intervals. The absolute
index and the total number of STOCs of Holme-Kim
network are given by Fig.6 and Fig.7. Each curved
line in Fig.6 and Fig.7 shows the results of 11 kinds of
q, where the curved line with the smallest maximum
is one for the smallest q = 0 and the one with the
largest maximum is the one for q = 1.0. These show
that Fig.6 behaves the same way as Fig.7. While from
Fig. 6, one can reach many nodes in small generation
at large q, one can reach many nodes in relatively
large generation at small q.
2 4 6 8 10
Generation
500
1000
1500
Ni
Figure 6: The absolute index of Holme-Kim model
4 6 8 10 12
Generation
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
STOC
Figure 7: STOC of Holme-Kim model
5.3 Small World Network vs. Holme-
Kim network
Comparing the results in the both networks, the max-
mum of Ni in Holme-Kim model is larger than the
one of Small-world networks. We find that there is a
generation reachable to many nodes of the next gen-
eration in Holme-Kim model. The fact is consistent
with the well-known fact that Holme-Kim model is
more smallnes than Watts-Strogatz mode[13].
From these four figures, we find that the number
of STOCs reach the peak, after the absolute indeces
reach the peak in bothy networks. We guess that the
reason is because edges between the same generation
are also likely drawn after many nodes are connected
in a generation. We can check that the total numbers
of STOCS are consistent with the extended Euler’s
polyhedron theorem. From these numerical analyses,
we resulted in the conclusion that STOC is an impor-
tant concept for studying propagation phenomena on
networks.
6 Concluding remarks
In this research, we can succeed in making a con-
nection with cycles with any sizes, where cycles with
only six size have been discussed till now, and prop-
agation on a network by introducing new indeces for
propagation and STOCs that is a new concept of the
cycles.
Moreover we showed that the total number of
STOCs leads to an exatension of the celebrated Eu-
ler’s polyhedron theorem where surfaces are consid-
ered as menbranes put up at every STOC. Thus the
extended theorm applies to non-planar graph. The
constant 1 appeared in (10 is essentially a topological
constant. It is important problem that the constant
1 appeared in (11 has aany topological meanings.
We calculated indeces and the number of STOC in
every generation in some typical complex networks.
As result, we find that the behaviors of the indeces
for propagation are totally different in scale free net-
works and Watts-Strogatz[14]-type small world net-
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work. So a series of the absolute indeces NM or the
relative indeces RM may give an index characterizing
various type networks. For it, it is needed to study
more diverse networks. The total number of STOCs
has not any effect on propagation in networks, be-
cause it is given by the extended Euler’s theorem,
independently of details of network topology. We,
however, resulted in the conclusion that STOC in ev-
ery generation plays an important role of propagation
phenomena on networks.
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